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1. Summary 

The art market is a market that has both artistic value and investment value. Modern 
art, not to mention pre-modern art, is a very complex and difficult area to explain in 
terms of measuring value and pricing. That's probably because there's nothing like 
the thought and the emotion that each piece wants to convey. The return on 
investment is also attractive. Historically, the rate of return on art investment has 
been similar to that of real estate, global emerging markets, hedge funds, etc., and 
especially modern art has been preserved in value during the pandemic and 
provided a good rate of return for investors. 
 
We kept asking questions about the size of the domestic art market, which is much 
smaller than GDP, and that it is difficult for anyone to access art even though it has a 
noticeable investment value. Then, we entered the era of blockchain and NFT, and 
we came up with ARTRA. 
 
 ARTRA's goal is to quantum jump on the size of the existing art market through 
blockchain. Now, the NFT market is showing overheating and bubbles of investment 
in technology and crypto ecosystems rather than the artistry of content. This 
overheating of the market is increasingly raising questions about artistic value and 
finding the essence. At this point, ARTRA designed a constructive platform with 
market players responsible for the essence. 
 
The size of the market is essentially related to the number of works sold. The 
number of works is largely directly related to the number of writers. In Korea, there 
is a self-help story that an artist needs to be hungry for 10 years to succeed. It 
means that it is a place where you can't expect that much profit even though you 
work for a long time. If the market system could provide them with more profits in a 
shorter period of time than before, the volume of writers and works would increase 
enough. 
 
From the collector's point of view, if you look at the art market, there is a problem 
that you have to decide on investment with less information than other investment 
assets. Since the information on whether it was my first purchase or what price it 
came to me is limited, it is close to imagining when I will make a profit and the price 
at that time. As a result, many investors move to other assets without trying. If the 
system remembers all the nodes from the first transaction of the work to the 
present, investors will be able to reduce their hesitation and expand their scope. 
 



The gallery continues to look for ways to meet new customers. Even if we received 
good works through difficulties, we continue to plan fairs and exhibitions because 
there are limited customers to show. It is said that young rich people enter the art 
market through the art technology phenomenon that has recently developed 
technology, but there is no way to know where and how to meet them, or what 
price range and work they want. If the system meets the MZ generation who created 
wealth through virtual currency and understands their tastes and ability to pay, the 
gallery will do its best to supply more suitable works. 
 
ARTRA is targeted at real works that have already been recognized by the mayor, 
that is, supplied by the gallery and recognized by ARTRA. Remember all the 
transactions in the work and distribute the profits to the people involved in each 
transaction. Participants will be the cornerstone of the ARTRA ecosystem, driving 
the development of ARTRA and the progress of the art market. This project will 
show the combination of NFTs in the real economy by combining technology with 
real works. 

2. Introduction 

2-1 Art Market Situation 
 
The domestic art market is traditionally dominated by galleries and auctions. 
Numerous art fairs have been canceled through the Covid-19 pandemic, and galleries 
that have lost their opportunity to meet collectors have actively found their way 
online. We continue to worry about new ways of communicating experiences by 
providing online showrooms or developing transaction services. 
 
We are diversifying not only the market but also the customer base. Art investment 
is drawing attention after stocks and virtual currencies as alternative investment 
destinations to prevent falling values of assets such as inflation. Especially for the 
younger generation, Art investment has become a preferred market for young 
wealthy people, coupled with the consumption characteristics that value 
individuality and happiness as well as profit. This art investment phenomenon is a 
simultaneous phenomenon worldwide, and blockchain and NFT play a role in this 
background. 
 



 
2-2 Meaning of NFT 
 
NFT is a unique and irreplaceable token that proves the owner of the asset. 
Therefore, the original has great significance for various contracts and commercial 
activities that are important. In fact, NFT is widely used as a tool to prove contracts 
in the entertainment and digital art markets. 
 
Here are two key words to look at. Digital and Technology. 
 
Digital: 
All data is very easy to replicate. On the other hand, everyone acknowledges that 
the data in the blockchain is unique that cannot be replicated. As such, NFT has a 
significant meaning for digital assets. But what ARTRA wants to trade in is a physical 
work of art. how is this possible? 
 
Based on the decentralization principle, the blockchain automatically enters into a 
contract when the conditions are met without requiring trust. This raises the 
question of whether the information that leads to the conditions is reliable, which is 
the problem with Oracle. What if someone brings data from another source for their 
own benefit? Mixing subjective data? It becomes difficult to see that the purpose of 
the blockchain is a 100% applied solution. Many offline businesses do not solve this 
problem, so they have difficulty applying the blockchain, or they serve with data that 
cannot guarantee trust even if applied. ARTRA has a complete alternative to 
addressing this Oracle problem and further details are described in Body 3-2 
ARTRA's relationship with the gallery. 
 
Technology: 
At first, NFT started to cover up copyright or ownership. But as it got more and 
more people's attention, it became a synonym for scarcity. That's when you put NFT 
on content that doesn't have much meaning and emphasize scarcity that you didn't 
need to think about originally. So, bubbles build up above the value of the original. 
Even having to trade with highly volatile virtual currency makes it difficult for people 
to focus on the real value of their original content. Of course, NFT can have 
philosophical and artistic value. But what ARTRA focuses on is a work of art that has 
been valued since the world before the NFT. 
 
 



 
 
 
2-3 Why ARTRA Connects Artwork to NFT 
 
ARTRA focuses on the meaning of NFT in the art market. 
 
First, ARTRA's NFT benefits the writer. In the field of art such as music, video, and 
books, whenever a work is delivered to a customer, profits are paid to officials, 
including the original author. On the other hand, the art market is a market where 
once created works are traded repeatedly, but after the initial sale, the artist does 
not profit. This is why the art industry is not like that compared to the development 
of the music/film industry in Korea. The movie/music industry trades on an advanced 
system, so the profit allocation to those involved is quite clear. That profit increased 
talent and resources in the market and consequently changed the size of the market. 
Some advanced countries abroad legally pay a profit to an artist under the name of 
the right to pass the lottery to protect their own markets. In Korea, there are also 
growing voices talking about the need for the right to catch up. ARTRA uses the NFT 
to pay the author a right of advance for each transaction. 
 
There are cases where the value of a work increases rapidly depending on who owns 
it. I saw that the meaning of this collector is a characteristic that the art market is 
different from other markets. In particular, collectors like to introduce works that are 
not yet popular to the world. ARTRA reflected the role of these collectors in the 
system and designed them to be active, to build their reputation, to give off their 
charm. Thanks to NFT's ability, it remembers all the collectors involved and shares 
profits while a piece is being traded repeatedly. Of course, ARTRA is a blockchain 
service, so we cannot continue our offline reputation. However, they express their 
individuality, boast of their collected works, and provide functions to communicate 
with people. 

2-4 Secondary market for art 

The art market is very important in the secondary market. Secondary market refers 
to the case where a work is introduced to the world and the first work sold comes 
back to the market. Naturally, the market has much more transactions than the first 
purchase from a gallery or artist, and the value of the work is soaring. So how is the 
reselling price set at this time? As mentioned above, determining the price of a work 
of art is not theoretical or standardized, but it is a profound thing to look at in 



multiple layers, so usually the gallery entrusted with the sale decides and takes 
charge of the price. Determining the price is not the end. The gallery needs to find 
the next customer to match the work. As such,  

even though the secondary market is important and larger, it is almost 
impossible to decide the price that customers want and when it is good to sell. 
We have concluded that we need to increase the maturity of the secondary 
market by capturing these problems. 
 
Art provides a complete transaction history of art since it came into the world. 
It tells you the collectors that have gone through, and allows you to compare 
the characteristics of the gallery that received the work, and the artist's 
activities after the work is removed. The benefits will allow the customer to 
estimate the next price of the work. Furthermore, customers can not only look 
at each other's works and express interest, but also send purchase requests 
when they meet their desired works, so customers can grasp the popularity of 
their works and not miss the timing to resell them. And that's one of the main 
reasons why ARTRA is providing the platform, which is a problem that wasn't 
possible in the traditional art market. 
 
 
 



3. Solution  
 
3-1 ARTRA Vision 
 
Traditionally, the mainstream of the art market is physical art. Here's where 
we're paying attention. Physical works have a great advantage that they've 
gone through galleries and collectors and that their value has already been 
proven to the world. I want to create two meanings for the market called art.  
 
The first is to provide everyone with the most curious transaction history of the 
transaction. In the art market now, it is very difficult to check the information 
before I own it. No one knows where the artist commissioned the work and 
how much it cost to reach the present. It's been judged by very little 
information, even if you're dealing with something that's quite expensive. 
 
ARTRA provides services with anonymity and security while building 
transparent and reliable traces of the work transaction. So, people can quickly 
estimate the resale profit, and as a result, they will spend less time hesitating to 
invest and expand their investment. 

 
The second is, profit sharing. So, did the market for movies and music. Advanced 
technology, which distributed profits to stakeholders every time the creation was 
delivered to customers, eventually created excellent production capacity and a rich 
culture. ARTRA wants to inject this virtuous cycle of ecosystem into the art market. I 
will make the reason for the artist to have the right to submit, the collector to pay 
for the price, and the gallery to have a better writer and work. 
 
Our goal is to find out the existential value through ARTRA, meet and invest in works 
that suit me, and provide services that all participants are satisfied with. 
 
 
3-2 Relationship between ARTRA and Gallery 
 
All the works handled by ARTRA are supplied by the gallery. All of these galleries 
have been selling artworks since they were registered as a business operator in the 
country. ARTRA's NFT is issued directly by these galleries. ARTRA provides an NFT 
issuance system to the gallery, and the galleries issue NFTs that will be paired with 
the work after the work is inspected. 



 
The reason why non-digital works can be traded on the blockchain is because of the 
role of this gallery. ARTRA has developed an issuance system so that the original role 
of the gallery, the activities of selecting works and presenting them to the world, can 
be carried out the same on the blockchain. As a chain provider, the gallery is in a 
position to check the integrity of the transaction. 
 
It is also very important to solve Oracle's problems, but we will continue to develop 
a community with the gallery in that we should not touch the gallery's expertise and 
create a structure where everyone coexist. 

4. ARTRA Ecosystem  
 

ARTRA Token icon 
  
The stimulation, new experiences, and impressions of art, and even the investment 
profits that lead to collecting. I absolutely trust and appreciate all this value that 
works of art offer. Not only does it not harm this beautiful experience, but it also 
designs a token ecosystem to further expand its impact. 
 
The art market has been created so far, led by three pillars: writers, collectors, and 
led by three pillars. They will continue to do the same. A systematic and clear repeat 
profit-sharing system provided by ARTRA will enable each to perpetuate its 
activities. 



 

 ARTRA payment systems: 
 ARTRA, all the work is transcribed into won. This is to prevent cryptocurrency from 
affecting the price set by the market as much as possible. ‘Klay’ for the payment 
chain record on the block and will be presented in ARTRA. 

4-1 ARTRA Business Model and Expected Scenarios 

 



ARTRA is a platform that connects transactions between sellers and buyers. And the 
platform does business based on the fees that are incurred when the transaction is 
closed. The fee is charged to the buyer at 10% of the artist's price. 
 
In order to trade works, the gallery decides the price of the work first. ARTRA 
charges the buyer with a 10% commission on the price of the work set by the 
gallery. When a work is traded, the cost of the sale goes to the gallery and the artist, 
and the fee is divided into a reward pool and an ARTRA. 
* In the first transaction, the percentage at which the artist and the gallery divide the 
artist is determined by themselves. From the time the work is displayed at the 
ARTRA, the artist and gallery determine the distribution ratio and are automatically 
paid according to the decision. 
 
From the second round of sales, the previous buyer (collector) who owns the work 
determines the price of the work. ARTRA sells the collector's price plus a 10% 
commission. When a work is traded, the price of the work is paid to the seller, and 
the fee is divided into the artist, gallery, ARTRA, and reward pool. 
 
* From the third or higher transaction, there are previous collectors who are parties 
to the transaction, and they are divided into part of the fee as a share of the 
collector's compensation. 
* If the collector sets a price that is not acceptable to the market, ARTRA and its 
gallery can restrain the seller. 
 
1) a writer 
The artist receives a portion of the fee as a share of the right to submit. 
 
2) Gallery 
The gallery is the price of supplying good works and guaranteeing NFT. 
 
3) collector 
The collector is the price that helped to build the price of the work. The smaller the 
number of collectors involved, the more profitable the investment is. 
 
4) ARTRA 
ARTRA is the price for providing a platform and managing maintenance, 
maintenance, operation and issuance of ARTRA tokens. 



 
5) Compensation Pool 
Whenever a work is sold, a certain number of ARTRA tokens enter the reward pool. 
This reward pool will be used for customers who want to invest in ARTRA in addition 
to trading works, and please refer to the token economy for more information 
below. 
 
 
 
4-2 ARTRA Token Economy 
 
 ARTRA uses ‘Klay’ as a token to trade works. The ARTRA token will then be available 
for trade. 
 
 
1. Mining 
ARTRA tokens are issued on the first transaction of the work, and the amount of the 
issue is proportional to the price of the work (1/1000, 10 per 10,000 won). Art issued 
at this time, 90 percent is paid to the buyer of the work. ARTRA issuance is issued to 
converge to the final 100 million as mining difficulties increase by half each time 
half-life pool is exhausted. The amount of ARTRA paid to the buyer by the half-life 
pool will also be reduced. 
 
2. Staking 
You can get ‘Klay’ by staking the ARTRA. The ‘Klay’ that is rewarded is paid from the 
pool of rewards that are accumulated every time a work is sold. Distribution is 
available every 24 hours relative to the percentage of customers staked. 

5. Product 

5-1 ARTRA Gallery 

They trade works at the ARTRA Gallery, the ARTRA platform. At the heart of this 
platform is providing a history of selling works, and NFTs are displayed on My Page 
and shared with everyone. The role of history is to help collectors make investment 
decisions in anticipation of future returns on their works, and My Page's role is to 



make sure that not only the works held by the gallery but also the works held by the 
collectors can be viewed as purchase targets. 

* ARTRA Gallery starts with a preview version, and features are added sequentially 
by looking at the customers. 
 
 
1) Exhibition: The ARTRA Gallery features works discovered by recognized galleries 
at home and abroad. All of these galleries have signed a business agreement with 
ARTRA, and select works are on display with ARTRA. 
2) Navigation: Users browse through the exhibits and choose and purchase the 
pieces they want. The ARTRA describes all the information needed to purchase the 
work, and the price of the work is determined by the gallery and written in KRW. 
3) Purchase: When you purchase a work, the actual work is owned by the customer. 
You can also request the delivery of the artwork to the desired location or put it in 
the gallery. NFT is automatically displayed on ARTRA's My Page. My Page is a web 
page that anyone can visit and share, and it offers decorative elements to help you 
identify your collectors' tastes. 
 
One of the important functions of My Page is 'offer'. Even if it's not on sale, if there's 
a work that you like among other people's works, you can offer a price and offer a 
sale. The collector who receives the offer decides acceptance and rejection. If 
accepted, the work can be sold at the price suggested by the proposer. 
 



4) Request for Resale: Collectors may instruct ARTRA to resell their works when they 
are available for sale. Then ARTRA begins to collect NFT, and the gallery begins to 
inspect the work. Once the inspection is complete, the work will be put on display 
immediately. If either NFT or work is not confirmed or there is a problem during the 
inspection, the re-transaction request will not be accepted. 
* Depending on your work, you may need to pay a separate fee for collection or 
inspection. 
 
5) Resale: Once the work has been inspected, the work is back on display. I've been 
waiting for this new collector the process of being resold is repeated and profits are 
automatically allocated to stakeholders. 
 
 
5-2 ARTRA auction 
 
 ARTRA holds auctions irregularly. If rare works that are not easily available on the 
market are supplied, auction can find appropriate value. The auction will be owned 
by the customer who offered the highest price and can be re-traded in the same 
way as other works. 
 
 
5-3 Metaverse Showroom 
 
The art market constantly wants to present its work to the world in new ways. We 
need to continue to develop the exhibition method suitable for our customers. 
ARTRA can't miss the next generation of exhibition technology, Metaverse. Works 
are displayed in a virtual space, and customers enter the space and watch the work. 
In this virtual space showroom, you can purchase works or participate in auctions 
just like online services, as well as invite friends to my space to watch and talk with 
them. As it is a virtual space, it provides a mysterious space that both collectors and 
galleries are satisfied with by providing a large degree of freedom and various 
communication methods. 
 
 
5-4 ARTRA VIP 
 
We also plan to provide VIP rights to customers who contribute to ARTRA. VIPs are 
given the opportunity to purchase precious works first, or to be invited to offline 
events first, and to comment on the community that galleries and ARTRA will create. 



VIPs are targeted at customers who are actively collecting in ARTRA and provide 
membership directly to ARTRA customers. 

5-5 Exhibition of collector works 
 
If you collect and invest in art, it can be a burden to actually own all of it. ARTRA is 
well aware of the requirements of these collectors. When purchasing a work called 
art, the customer is asked to select the location of the work, and the service for 
exhibition of the work is a service that corresponds to the case where the customer 
chooses to keep it in the gallery. When the gallery stores more works, art is 
collecting these works and holding an exhibition. If an individual's work is exhibited 
at this time, the exhibition proceeds as well as exhibition participation and admission 
tickets will be provided to the collector. 
 
 
5-6 Art Pawnshop 
 
We also prepare financial services that keep the work in ARTRA and provide loans as 
much as the work guarantees. The value of the work is determined with the gallery 
that received the work, so it is possible to calculate the exact amount more than 
anyone else. Discuss the amount presented by ARTRA with the customer and then 
discuss the loan amount and repayment method. 
 
5-7 Others 
 
 ARTRA started with the intention of making it easier to trade rare and valuable 
things in real life. Therefore, we will continue to expand the scope of transactions 
such as figures, artifacts of human cultural properties, collections of deceased great 
men, and books that cannot be obtained again. 

• 6. Technical description 
 
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) is a unique digital record with ownership on the 
blockchain. Examples include collections, game items, digital art, event tickets, 
domain names, and ownership records for physical assets. 
 
 ARTRA's NFT Marketplace has a unique feature that has looked at almost all NFT-
related projects online since the end of 2017 when the NFT standard emerged and 



developed on its own. The ARTRA NFT ecosystem is a close group of innovators, 
from NFT and art enthusiasts to developers, entrepreneurs, and artists. We are 
honored to be part of this community. 
 
 
6-1 Irreplaceable Token Standards 
 
The ERC721 pioneered by “Crypto Kitties” was the first standard to represent 
irreplaceable digital assets. ERC721 is an inheritable Solidity Smart contract 
standard. This means that developers can easily create new ERC721 compatible 
contracts by importing them from the OpenZeppelin library. The ERC721 is 
actually relatively simple. Provides the ability to map a unique identifier (each 
represents a single asset) to an address that represents the owner of that 
identifier. ERC721 also provides an authorized way to transfer these assets using 
this method. 
 
transferFrom. 
 
interface ERC721 { 
function ownerOf(uint256 _tokenId) external view returns (address); 
function transferFrom(address _from, address _to, uint256 _tokenId) external 
payable; 
} 
 
 
If you think about it, these two methods are all you need to express NFT. How to 
identify who owns what and how to move things around. The core of ERC721 is 
very basic. 
 
 
6-2 Non-fungible token metadata 
 
As mentioned earlier in the interface of ERC721, this ownerOf function provides a 
way to find the owner of the NFT. However, this alone does not provide 
information about the NFT's name and unique properties. 
That's why metadata is provided here. Metadata provides descriptive information 
for a specific token ID. In the case of ARTRA, metadata is the name of the work, 
digital image information, description, and additional characteristics. For event 
tickets, metadata can include event dates and ticket types in addition to names 



and descriptions. Metadata can be: 
 
{ 
"Name": "Pumpkin 2010" 
"Artist": "Kusama Yayoi", 
"Size" : "h 15 × Ø 26 cm" 
"Material" : "Silkscreen printed nylon" 
"image": "https:// artra.io/KusamaYayoi/2010/...", 
"description": "..." 
} 
 
Now how and where to store this data so that you can access this NFT. 
 
 
6-3 On-chain vs. off-chain 
 
One of the things that everyone has in common with NFT is probably the concern 
of metadata storage. One of the typical things is to save it to Smart Contact with a 
token, and the other is to save it off-chain, get the URL, and save it on-chain. 
 
On-chain Metadata: 
 
The advantage of representing metadata as an on-chain is that it permanently 
resides with the token and accompanies the token's life cycle. Digital artwork will 
continue throughout the ages, whether or not the original website used to create 
artwork still exists. 
 
In addition, when you need to interact, such as reading metadata from the on-
chain logic, you may need to save the on-chain. 
 
Off-chain Metadata: 
 
However, despite these benefits, most projects simply store metadata off-chain 
due to the current storage limitations of the Ethereum blockchain. Therefore, the 
ERC721 standard contains methods that can be implemented to tell applications 
where to find metadata for a given item. 
 
function tokenURI(uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (string) 
 



This tokenURI method returns a public URL. At ARTRA, we adopted KIP-17 which 
extends the ERC721 metadata standard to provide the ability to build rich 
metadata to display information about physical works in more detail. 
 
 
 
 
6-4 Thinking about alternatives to Ethereum 
 
From social networking to collectable cards, news posts, and virtual reality games, 
Ethereum blockchain supports all kinds of distributed apps today. However, 
Ethereum is not a perfect platform. They struggle with high energy consumption, 
slow transaction rates, and high transaction costs. They also struggled with 
scalability issues. This means that transactions and applications slow down as 
more users are added to Ethereum. 
 
‘Klaytn’ is a global public blockchain platform created by ‘Ground X’, a blockchain 
subsidiary of ‘Kakao Corp.’, a Korean social media company. Blockchain ‘Klaytn’, 
developed by ‘Kakao Corp.’, was built with a modular network architecture and 
became an interesting business blockchain option. Modular network architecture 
makes it easy for companies to create and execute service-oriented blockchain 
based on the ‘Klaytn’ architecture. A service chain is an autonomous subnetwork 
that forms the backbone of ‘Klaytn’ enterprise-friendly environment. Due to the 
flexibility and customizability of these service chains, all online services can be 
deployed in ‘Klaytn’. However, plans based on gambling or monetary speculation 
are not allowed. 
 
‘Klaytn’ has released Cypress, the main net with the following features: 
• Block creation and verification takes 1 second. 
• 4,000 transactions per second. 
• Gas is about one-tenth of the price of Ethereum. 
• Enables the execution of solidity contracts by running Ethereum Virtual 
Machine (EVM).  

 The ‘Klaytn’ Governance Council was founded by 19 respected companies around 
the world to operate consensus nodes. Klaytnscope displays the current number of 
consensus nodes. 
• More than 50 first service partners at ‘Klaytn’ have promised to launch blockchain 
applications. 
 



 
 
6-4 Off-chain storage solutions 
 
To store metadata off-chain, ARTRA also adopts IPFS in line with the direction of 
NFT's development. Although the centralized server model may have some 
performance benefits, it adopts a distributed storage approach for more secure and 
fair system operations. 
 
Centralized Servers: 
 
The simplest way to store metadata is to store it in a cloud storage solution, such as 
a centralized server or AWS. However, this has a clear disadvantage, typically the 
concern that the development team can change the metadata at random at any 
time. To address structural concerns, ARTRA stores metadata in IPFS distributed 
repositories. 
 
IPFS: 
 
Digital art source data as well as metadata are stored off-chain using the 
Interplanetary File System (IPFS). IPFS is a peer-to-peer file storage system that 
allows you to host content between computers to replicate files to multiple 
locations. In this way, metadata is uniquely addressed by the hash of the file, so no 
one can tamper with it or change it, and as long as there are nodes that want to host 
the data, the data remains almost permanently over a period of time. 

7. Token Distribution 

Only 100 million ARTRA tokens are issued in total, and the volume is not increased. 
The initial issuance is 50 million, and the distribution and allocation plan for the 
supply is as follows. 
 
 
1) 1) Amount to Fund Initial Construction - 10% 
It is used as an initial development and activity fund at the beginning of the 
business. A lock-up period is set to prevent the value of ARTRA tokens from falling 
immediately after listing. 
 
2) 2) Team & Advisor - 15% 



It is the quantity provided to the business team, development team, operation team, 
and advisors. Participants who have been with us since the beginning of the 
business are shared according to their contributions. This topic also includes costs 
for programs that support young writers. 
 
3) 3) BIZ & Marketing - 15% 
This is the quantity reserved for marketing and business progress required for 
ARTRA's growth. 
 
4) Collector Distribution - 60% 
Trade works, participate in ARTRA, and receive compensation with the amount of 
money to supply liquidity to the transaction of works on the platform. 
  

 



8. Road Map 

 

May 2022 
- Launch of ARTRA Platform Preview 
- Create Gallery x ARTRA Community 
 
August 2022 
- Grand Open 
- ARTRA Token private sale 
- NFT Resale Service Launch 
 
the second half of 2022 
- Listed on the ARTRA Token Global Exchange 
- Participation in the art fair 
- Global Gallery MOU 
- Peer to Gallery VIP Matching service officially launched 
- NFT Based ARTRA Prestige Official Launch 
 
In 2023: 
- ARTRA Platform Global (Japan, Hong Kong, Middle East) Entry 
- Private Auction 
- ARTRA Token Staking Launch 
- NFT Mortgage Initiation (De-fi) 
- Listed on a large domestic exchange 
 
Year 2024: 
- Provide WEB3 reference protocol 
- Configuring ARTRA DAO 
- Focus on global business 
- Launching VIP Portfolio Asset Management Services
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